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Covid-19 means a temporary halt to proceedings!
It was all going so well wasn't it? Despite the on-off
rain showers our good friends from Matrod Frampton
were making excellent progress and we were all
excited to see the steel framework take shape and
give us a real feel for the look of our new church.
However more important matters like the safety of us
all in these tricky times has meant that wisely the site
has had to be shut down for the foreseeable future.
No thanks
So the
steel uprights, angled roof supports and
crossbeams were all delivered and located firmly into
place on the waiting for bolt plates. The lower parts
of the uprights were then painted with a water and rust resistant coating because of course
these sections will be below the level of the actual floor when the screeds are laid.

So sadly for the moment, all two of us on the Building Project New editorial team have
been made redundant! That's the editor/photographer and dedicated proof-reader Sue.
But don't worry as soon as we get the green light I'll dust off the Nikon camera put on my
yellow hard hat and Hi-Vis jacket and be back on site to bring you progress reports.
Looking at this picture
you could be excused
for imagining that the
main entrance is going
to be in the middle of
that framework but if
you remember the
entrances in fact where
our temporary link
building was located
the link building over
to the right of this main
structure. The beams
you can see at mid
height are the flooring
for the mezzanine floor

